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of rights under bank account agreements 369–370
over goods in circulation 393
possession 69, 338–339
see also charges; non-possessorcy security regimes; security interests/rights
Poland, secured transaction law reform 82–85
possession
due diligence in ascertaining 274, 275, 279, 282
problems with definitions 441–449
poverty, land titling and 264
PPP (public private partnership) see project finance
PPSA regimes
assignment clauses 231
control vs. registration 475–477
different regimes for personal and real property 456–457
flawed asset arrangement 328, 333
perfection by control and registration 338, 341–344, 345, 349
registration filing approaches 477–478
restrictions on transfers 469–470
security interests and bank accounts 333
preferential claims 46, 395
price, determination for settling CPR 204
price risk management 174–176
priority function 244
priority rules
distinguishing “priority” from “enforcement” 54–55
“first to publicize” rule 274
for creditors’ pledges (Russia) 358, 362, 367, 368, 369, 372
for security interests in bank accounts 342–343
in ideal security law 483
in Morocco 388–389, 395–396
in Romania’s laws 86–87, 406, 411–412
integrated into legislation 275
in warehouse receipt law 185
perfection mechanisms and 349–350
registration of transactions as potential point 479
UNCITRAL Guide on 35, 44–47, 51
waivers allowed by Saudi law 125–126
proceeds
bank accounts as 336–337, 340–341
distribution 49
limits on sharing with non-secured creditors 362
of charged assets in Shari’ah 126–127
of mortgaged assets in Romania 410
UNCITRAL Guide on 38, 47
project finance 246
after the financial crisis 250–253
definitions 235–238
functions of security in 243–249, 253–254
levels of lender intervention 245
Russia 371
security in context of PPP financing and 238–240
security structures 240–243
promissory notes, CPR parallel with 200–201
property
English statutory rules limited to certain types 426–427
marital regimes 138–141
movable vs. immovable 70, 115
rahn applicable to real and personal 99–101
security interests in bank accounts and 335–336
SME loans guaranteed by owner’s residential 262–263, 264, 265, 282
tangible, and possession 441–442, 444, 473, 481
value on secondary market 283
see also assets; immovable property; marhoun (charged property) subject to rahn; mortgages; movable property
property rights
ascertaining clear title in transfer of 265, 267–269, 275
encumbrances should be recorded in same system 281–282
limits of freedom of contract and 468
pledged property and 367
reform in China 11, 22
women’s access to secured finance and 137–147
see also ownership rights
proprietary interests/rights
English law 229
in project finance 237, 239, 242–248
limited for collateral taker 294
part of traditional secured transactions 77
reliance on national laws to govern 74
retention by vendor or lessor 259–260
Russia 464, 468, 479
unsecured claims vs. 316–317
publicity requirements 275
English law 423, 425
Morocco 385, 388, 397–398
Romania 404, 411–412
see also registration
public private partnership (PPP) see project finance
public sector debt 327
purchase money security interest (PMSI) 23, 186, 349–350
Quebec approach vis-à-vis functional approach 79
ranking see priority rules
receipt and possession of marhoun, three conditions 122–123
receivables see accounts receivable
Receivables Convention 28, 31–32, 34, 54
receivership 4–5, 8–11
recharacterisation of transactions not required by English law 470–472
risk 317–318, 322
recourse
factoring as true sale or secured transaction 225–227
in project finance 237, 239
or non-recourse factoring 219
reform see individual types of reform registration
Brazil 208–209
conditional sales and financing leases 259–260
designing as collateral security system 115–118, 131
Morocco 93–94, 379, 384–388
non-registration of securities and 472–480, 482–483
perfection of security interests in bank accounts and 341, 342, 343, 347–349, 350–353
priority rules and 463–464
Romania 405, 410–411, 415–416
Russia 365–368
see also charges, company; electronic documentation; notice-based filing systems
regulation
legislative options for security interests in bank accounts 352–353
of factoring services 217–218, 221–224
of warehouse operations 176–179, 182–183
re-hypothecation of collateral 294, 321
relevant financial obligations 306, 308, 310–311, 315–316, 319–320
reorganization frameworks in insolvency systems 21, 57
repo see repurchase transactions
repudiation, test of 456
repurchase transactions 295
reserve requirements, relaxation of 169, 172–173
Resolving Insolvency Indicator 20–21
resource factoring 225–227
restructuring
of project companies or loans 245–248
of securities 245, 246–247, 248
retention-of-title rights/sales see title retention
returns to creditors as ex post effect of creditor rights reform 8–10
reverse factoring 220–221
right
of warehouse receipt holders 179–181
right of use 313, 317, 320–321
right to payment 336, 338
see also creditor rights reform; ownership rights; property rights; proprietary interests/rights; security interests/rights; women’s access to secured finance
risk
agricultural 170, 173–174, 204–205
commodity exchanges and management of price and performance 174–176
CPR as mitigating mechanism 205
factoring poses no systemic 223
foreign exchange 198, 219–220
in project finance 236–238, 239, 243, 251–252, 253
in SME lending 260–262, 264, 284–285
insurance and indemnity funds 181
in warehousing 179–180, 182, 185, 188
profile for vendor credit 260
see also credit; fraud; invisibility risk; recharacterisation
Rodano, Giacomo 18
Romania
Financial Collateral Ordinance 416–419
Law 99/199 85–86, 404–407, 419
Old Civil Code and Commercial Code 403–404
Russia
Civil Code reform 90–92, 357–359, 363–371, 373
further modernization of financial sector 371–373
objectives for reform 90–92
Pledge and Mortgage laws 358–359, 361–362
stakeholders 359–360
Rwanda, policies towards women 141, 142, 143
safe harbour provisions 307–308, 320
sales, conditional see conditional sales
SARFAESI Act of 2002 (India) 18, 23–24
Saudi Arabia
default, proposed law 129
Hanbali madhhab predominant 103
priority waivers allowed 125–126
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Shari'ah as paramount law of the land 102
Schuldanerkenntnis 243
Scott, Jonathan A. 15, 17
Scottish system consistency of 2013 English reforms with 433
registration as requirement for creation of a security 463–464
determining ownership of immovable property 277
disadvantages of notice-filing 477–478
Russian pledge register database 367–368
sufficiency of information 41–42, 270, 272, 274, 474, 482
unregistered charges and 463, 483 see also electronic documentation
secondary market 264, 277, 283
secured claims 16, 46, 316, 362, 391, 398 see also secured debt
secured debt conditions established by madhahib 118–119
ownership in Germany 242–243
pledged property (Russia) 364–365
secured transactions definition 62
factoring and 219, 226
secured transactions law bank accounts expressly excluded from 333–335, 337–339
characteristics of an ideal code 480–485
conditional sales and financing leases 259–260
definition 62–65
experience in EBRD region 81–95
four principles or objectives 67–68, 378, 452, 480
project finance and 235–254
reforming all related laws together 263
reform to use movable assets as collateral 145–147, 158–159
Shari'ah-compliant collateral security regimes 97–131
SME access to credit and 255–264, 282–285
women’s access to secured finance 132–159 see also agricultural credit; creditor rights reform; security interests/rights; single framework; UNCITRAL Guide; individual countries by name
securitization transactions Brazil 207
Islamic finance 98–99
Russia 371
security forms used as financial collateral 289–291
legal and functional meanings 238–240
multiple functions in project finance 243–245
structures in project and PPP finance 240–243
security agent or trustee concept 358, 368–369, 389, 414–415
security devices comprehensive coverage in legislation 35–36, 39
flexibility needed for pre- and post-harvest finance 184–186
title devices as main non-possessor 45 see also title devices; title retention
security financing transaction (SFT) 287–288
security interests/rights ancillary vs. non-ancillary 242–243
collateral arrangements 286, 288, 304, 305, 311–315, 316, 320–321, 419, 438, 441, 446, 449
CPR and 207–209
creation 54–55, 404–405, 459, 480–483
after searching registry 275
in Romania 404–405, 410–411
in Scotland 463–464
in UNCITRAL Guide 36–38, 54, 57–60
distinguishing “priority” from “enforcement” 54–55
forms of sale economically equivalent to 479
in bank accounts 326–353
Morocco’s many codes and laws 380–381
outright interests vs. 463, 472, 478, 483
registration in Morocco 385–388
secured lenders vs. equity investors 248–249
title finance vs. 75–76
transfer and sharing 396–397
treating real and personal property differently 456–457
UNCITRAL definition 33–34, 53
see also bank accounts; charged assets; charge instruments; charges; mortgages; pledges; secured transactions law
separateness requirements in Shari’ah 121–122, 123
Serbia, Late Payment Act 216
set-off
contractual 297, 300–301
definition 328
right of 334, 343–344, 349, 351
Settlement and Finality Directory (EU) 299
SFT see security financing transaction (SFT)
shadow banking 223
Shafi’i see madhahib (schools of Islamic jurisprudence)
Shari’ah-compliant collateral security regimes
background 97–101
charged assets and registration 115–118
conditions of secured debt 118–119
consequences of a valid rahn 107–115
direction of initial reform efforts 130–131
proceeds of charged assets 126–127
property subject to 119–124
second and subsequent liens and debt 125–126
secular legal context 101–107
termination and remedies 114, 127–129
see also individual countries by name
silent factoring 220, 232
simplicity
as principle of good security law 452, 453–465
in English law 480
in Morocco and 93, 378
in Mongolia and 89
in Poland and 84
in Romania and 85, 87
in Russia and 90, 91
in secured transactions law 36–38, 67, 68–70, 95, 273, 378
of Brazil’s CPR 199, 205
of single regime applicable to all assets 391
single framework
definition 65–66
objectives achieved by EBRD countries 81–95
objectives for adopting 67–81, 95–96
Sistema Nacional de Crédito Rural (SNCR) 195–197
small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
factoring for improving access to finance 212–234
financing, secured transactions law and risk appetite 255–285
function of collateral management in SME and agricultural credit 186–191
lack of credit access in Morocco 375, 380
see also agricultural credit; micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs)
South Africa, end of legal discriminatory inheritance practices 137
special purposes 236, 334
specificity, principle of 71–72, 93, 382
standard form collateral documents (ISDA) 293–294
Statute of Frauds 1677 454–455, 458, 465
step-in regimes 242, 245
‘substance over form’ 471
substitution of pledged assets 394
sukuk (securitizations) 98–99
‘Supervisory Slotting Criteria for Specialized Lending’ (Basel II) 239–240, 252
supply chain finance see reverse factoring
survey systems for land titling and recordation 266–267, 271–272, 282
SwapClear 288
swaps market 292–293
Sweden, creditor rights reform 19–20, 22
syndicated lending
Morocco 389
Romania 414–415
Russia 368, 372
Tanzania
access to finance 133
informal sector 135, 158
women’s local representation 143
taxes
incentives 169, 171, 197
title transfer financial collateral arrangements and 297
treating bank and non-bank factors equally 233
termination
of rahn 127–129
of security interests in Romania 415, 418–419
Thailand, formal vs. customary land rights 144
third parties
Australian PPSA on contracts with ADIs 344
conflict of law issues in Romania 407
deeds registry systems and 268
distinguishing effectiveness from security right creation 31–32, 54
invisibility risk and 445
limits of freedom of contract and 468, 470
limits on collateral taker 294
negative security function and 246, 247
perfection mechanisms and 342–347, 349–353
ranking of pledgeholders and 367
rights ignored in rahn-based regimes 125
UNCITRAL Guide on effectiveness 38–44
validity of CPR requires registration 208–209
see also electronic documentation; transparency; warehouse receipts
time limits for registration 51, 439–440, 463–464, 473
title devices 39, 45, 50–51, 434
title retention 35, 50, 78, 478
title transfer financial collateral arrangement 286
top-up and return deliveries of collateral 291, 301, 302, 306, 322
Torrens-based systems 271, 272, 277, 282
tracing rules for proceeds 340–341
trading companies, CPR and commercial transactions with 204–205
transaction filing 477–478
transfers of assets
impact on registration effectiveness 43
negotiation, assignment or novation 345
restrictions on 469–470
rules in Morocco 389, 396–397
transparency
as principle of good security law 452, 468, 471, 472–480
fairness in secured transaction law and 76–81
in taking and enforcement of security 378
lack of publicity in Mongolia 88
through registration 434, 435, 480
UNCITRAL Guide on 30–33, 38–40, 46
see also publicity requirements; registration; third parties
trilateral control agreements including banks 345–346
UCC 9 see Uniform Commercial Code (UCC)
Uganda, policies toward women 140, 142, 143
uncertainty
caused by three registry systems 280–281
conflict of laws rules and 296
court interpretation of CPR 201–203
of recharacterisation approach 318, 471
of Shari’ah court outcomes 99
of title transfer collateral arrangements 289
regarding assignment agreements 228–229
regarding scope of registration 434–435
see also certainty
uncertified securities 290
UNCITRAL Guide
applicable law: guide within the Guide 52–56
complementary publications 249–250
concept 30–33
coordination with texts of other organizations 60–61
documents built upon 27–28
influence on secured transaction law reform 26–61
model for secured transactions in movable property 273–274
objectives 26–27, 64, 65–66, 256–257
on security interests in bank accounts 327–328, 330–332, 336, 342, 348–349, 350
Supplement on security rights in intellectual property 57–60
use in harmonizing legislation around world 28–29
UNIDROIT see International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT)
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC)
Article 8
uncertified securities 290
Article 9
achievement of single framework objectives 80
as inspiration for Romanian reforms 404
banks and bank accounts 330–331, 336–339
collateral 338–339
field warehousing 187–188
mortgage sales contradicts Article 3 on 279–280
movable property 77, 146, 256–257
not a code but a model law 290
outright sales of receivables as security interests 225–226
perfection mechanisms 185, 342
security interests in bank accounts 327
unitary approach
in Romanian Civil Code 87
non-unitary approach vs. 33–36, 51–52, 54, 70, 78, 79
United Kingdom
impact of insolvency laws on cost of secured finance 16
Married Women’s Property Act 1882 (MWPA) 140, 141
no regulation of factoring 221–222
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United Nations
Commission on International Trade
Law see UNCITRAL Guide
Convention on the Assignment of
Receivables in International
Trade 231

United States
approach to factoring 226, 229
Bankruptcy Code of 1978 15, 246
Equal Credit Opportunity Act/
Women’s Business Act 137
perfection of security interests
338–339, 341, 342
registration filing approaches
277–282, 477–478
see also Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC)
universality of assets
collateral over 72
Romania 85, 87, 405, 407, 409–410
‘using property’ indicator 138–139
usufruct in Shari’a compliant regimes
110–111, 116–118

valuation
of enterprises 260–261
of securities 314–315
vendor credit vs. bank credit 259–260

Vietnam, formal vs. customary land
rights 145
Vig, Vikrant 19, 23–24, 25
Von Lilienfeld-Toal, Ulf 18–19
warehouse receipts 176–183, 203–204,
373, 405
see also field warehousing
Williams v Roffey Bros. 454
women’s access to secured finance
background 132–136
case studies on impact of family law
on 147–156
suggestions for policy and law
makers 156–159
working capital 213–214, 215, 233
World Bank
Doing Business Report 20–21, 66
secured transactions in movable
property 255–256
‘Women, Business and the Law’
138–139, 141
World Development Indicators 13–14

Yeoman Credit v Latter 455

Zambia, discriminatory inheritance
laws 140